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In order to limit human exposure to hazardous radiation environ-
ments, robots are being used in the dismantling and decontamination
(D&D) of nuclear facilities. Currently, robots are operated in auto-
matic operation mode or in teleoperation mode. Automatic robots
have trouble handling random environments because their movements
still need to be precisely programmed. Teleoperation, on the other
hand, adopts human operation to handle uncertain tasks, but suffers
from inefficient and imprecise task performance. To this end, this
work addresses the development of an enhanced form of teleopera-
tion, namely augmented teleoperation, which allows the overlaying of
3D guiding geometries - virtual fixtures - onto video feeds and inter-
acting with them with a haptic controller. The user can view and feel
the 3D geometries and use them to guide a robotic arm to the desired
position.

I Introduction

A Use of Robotics in Dismantling and Decontamination
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The use of robots in the dismantling and decontamination (D&D) of nuclear facilities is
becoming an increasingly popular idea, but has not been implemented. The use of robots
limit human exposure to harmful radiation and allows efforts to be customized. Robots can
be made into many different shapes and forms and therefore be tailored to the environment
they are operating within. Department of Energy (DOE) researchers are looking to increase
the reliability of robots, so that there are reliable robots ready for when they are needed.

Unfortunately, there are still many limitations that robots face. Fully autonomous robots
still are unable to handle randomized and chaotic areas. The algorithms and hardware
are not advanced enough to cover every situation. Teleoperation, a human controlling the
robots movements also suffers from several issues. First, there can be latency in the image
streams or commands between the robot and the controller causing mistakes or clunky
movement. Secondly, teleoperation struggles because many robots lack cameras with depth
so the controller can only see a 2D image and struggles to determine accurate distances of
objects from the camera.

B Augmented Teleoperation

The solution to these problems is the use of augmented teleoperation. Augmented tele-
operation is when an user overlays 3D objects onto a robots camera. The operator uses
a haptic device to guide the robot and interact with a virtual environment. The virtual
geometry will be placed so that the robot operator has an easy time guiding the robot’s arm
or end effector to the desired position. Augmented teleoperation allows for small amounts
of automation so that the effect of latency is not as extreme.

In order to test the feasibility of an augmented teleoperation effort, we have to run a small
scale test. The goal of the test will be to control one arm of the robot using a haptic device
while viewing virtual geometry. If the test was considered succesful, we will then continue
imporving the programs and continue to research the use of augmented teleoperation.

II Hardware

A Baxter Research Robot

The Baxter Research Robot is a robot designed by Rethink Robotics. Baxter features
two seven degrees of freedom (DOF) arms, a camera on each arm, a head camera, and
support for customizable grippers. We currently have Baxter equipped with two ”squeeze-
grippers”, grippers with two prongs that can grab and lift objects. Baxter is connected to a
Dell Precision laptop running Ubuntu 14.04 that acts as a workstation. All communication
between Baxter and the workstation goes through the department Ethernet.

B Phantom Omni Haptic Device

The Phantom Omni is a six DOF haptic device. The joints make up an arm that is
connected to a stylus at the end. Three of the joints are equipped with motors in order to
create virtual forces onto the stylus. The haptic device is used to control the robot’s arm
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using the position and rotation of the endpoint of the stylus. The device can exert forces
on the stylus when it receives commands that the position of the stylus is within the virtual
geometry. These forces create the feeling of touching the virtual geometry.

C Microsoft Kinect

The Microsoft Kinect is a 3D depth camera originally made for the Xbox360. The Kinect
contains an color (RGB) camera and an infrared (IR) emitter and receiver. These devices
allow the Kinect to create an array of points with accurate depths.

Figure 1: Pictured left to right: Baxter, Phantom Omni, Microsoft Kinect

III Software

A ROS

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is a collection of libraries created by people around
the world used to control almost any robot that can interact with a Linux computer. ROS
is open source and provides functionality to interact with other software and hardware. It
has Rviz, a visualization software to visualize robot movements in 3D. ROS is a message
based system which means that every program runs as a node and each node can broadcast
or receive messages. Each robot has specific messages it listens for and broadcasts that
determine how programs interact with it.

B Point Cloud Library

The Point Cloud Library (PCL) is a collection of data structures used to store 3D meshes
as collections of points. PCL contains the Kinfu algorithm (an open source algorithm for
analyzing data from the Microsoft Kinect.) The Kinfu algorithm takes data from the cameras
on the Kinect and converts it into a collection of points. These points can be used to create
an accurate, solid 3D mesh. The data from the Kinfu algorithm is used to approximate
depth points for the placing of virtual fixtures.

C OpenCV

OpenCV is a computer vision framework. OpenCV provides tools to load and display
images and video streams and algorithms to interact with and affect the data. OpenCV
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was used for capturing the image from Baxter’s head camera and for displaying the virtual
geometry. In the future, allowing for more automation, OpenCV’s algorithms can be used
to identify shapes and objects.

D OpenGL

OpenGL is a 3D graphics library. It allows for real time manipulation and rendering of
complex shapes. OpenGl provides lighting, shading, and modeling libraries. The shapes we
focused on were cylinders modified to be open ended cones.

E OpenHaptics

OpenHaptics is the framework that controls the Phantom Omni Device. It provides
position and rotation information of the stylus. It also allows for forces to be applied to
the device to create he feeling of touching the virtual geometry. OpenHaptics works with
OpenGL to get the 3D points of the shapes and enable interaction with them.

IV Experiment Setup

In order to test the effectiveness of our augmented teleoperation, we designed a program
to implement the augmented teleoperation and ran our test with the program. We mounted
a Kinect camera on the head of the Baxter robot. In front of the robot, 1.5 meters away,
is a table with a clipboard stood upright by a swivel joint with a vise. The clipboard has a
circle printed on it, our target. Then we began running a series of tests to set up and run
the experiment.

Figure 2: The experimental setup. The back of the clipboard is visible.
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First, the Kinect depth map was tested. This image was using the raw Kinfu algorithm.
Clear in the 3D mesh you could see the table and the square location of the clipboard. Once
the depth map was finished, we had to calibrate the Kinect with the Baxter camera. ROS
has a 3D location with respect to the base for Baxter’s head camera. We have to figure
out where the Kinect camera is in relation to Baxter’s camera. OpenCV contains a camera
calibration algorithm that can be used for stereo cameras. To run the calibration, you need
a printed checkerboard of a certain size. After taking over 41 images of the checkerboard
in different positions, we were able to run the calibration and we were given a position and
rotation transformation between the two cameras. This transformation is important because
it allows us to place the depth of the points in terms of Baxter’s base, a location that ROS
understands. The position transformation is given in meters, but the rotation is given in a
4x4 rotation matrix. ROS requires rotations to be in roll-pitch-yaw (RPY) format, so the
matrix had to be decomposed using the arctan of different matrix components.

The program we developed to run the test consisted of an OpenGL cylinder being ren-
dered with two open ends and a wider base, so that the overall model was cone shaped. Once
the model was working, the model was overlaid onto the video stream coming from Baxter’s
head camera. I then adapted the model to be controlled by the Phantom Omni device. The
cone’s position and rotation are tied to the user and he or she can position it wherever it
is needed within the scene. Once the cone is positioned, the color is changed indicating it
is locked in place and no longer controlled by the user. At this point, the mesh becomes a
virtual geometry. It has haptic information, and can be felt by the user to guide the robotic
arm.

Figure 3: The experimental program. On the left is the geometry before it has been placed.
On the right the geometry is in position and has haptics enabled.

V Conclusion

Because of some technical issues, we could not run the full teleoperation demo. We
had achieved teleoperation earlier, but the adding in of the augmented reality caused some
package conflicts with the inverse kinematics (a mathematical calculation for robotic position
control) package. However, the integration tests are successful in that they show how useful
and reachable the goal of augmented teleoperation is. By building the program to run the
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experiment, we created a work flow between the different programs and input and output
devices that we will continue to use as the tests become more fine.

Figure 4: Graphical depiction of the proposed work flow.

As you can see in Figure 4 there are many relationships between the different software
frameworks. [1] Baxter sends all of the information it has to ROS. This includes positions,
states, and camera images. [2] The Phantom Omni sends position and rotation information
to the OpenHaptics framework. The OpenHaptics framework sends force and collision in-
formation to the omni. [3] OpenHaptics sends the device’s position information to OpenGL
which draws the cursor and sends back the coordinates of any virtual geometries so that
collisions can be accounted for. [4] OpenGL sends the 3D shape renderings to OpenCV so
that OpenCV can overlay them onto the image stream. [5] OpenHaptics also sends position
and rotation information to ROS. This data then undergoes a coordinate conversion into
Baxter coordinates and then is sent to the inverse kinematics solver within ROS. [6] ROS
sends the image stream from Baxter’s camera to OpenCV. OpenCV combines the image
with OpenGL’s geometries. [7] The compiled image stream is sent to the display. [8] If
movement is requested, ROS sends the position information to Baxter.

As part of the process, I created a technical guide with installation and documentation.
The guide will be used by researchers in the study of augmented teloperation as the research
continues. Looking into the future, the next steps for the process are clear. Once the
hardware issue is worked out, running a full scale text combining both the teleoperation and
the augmented reality application. Once that test is complete, a variety of complex tasks will
be issued. Placing pegs into holes, unscrewing a valve, and tracing a circle are all examples
of these future tasks the robot will perform. These tests will be run to determine where the
program is suffering. Then, they will perform optimization work to increase the speed and
reliability of the tasks.
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